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ABSTRACT

From the halls of academia to the walls of museums, data visualization is an art form with ever increasing prominence. But how do we take data visualization concepts from these expert designs and create real-world business solutions? Using methods from distinguished data visualization experts and SAS BI, this paper presents contemporary techniques to visualize your data and simplify over-complicated reports with ample examples for both novice and expert report writers. We explore the utility of simplicity in BI reports, design guidelines that capitalize on understandings of visual perception, and optimizations for report consumption on various display media. While these techniques are applicable across industries, we will focus our examples on illustrations using data fundamental to the education industry.

INTRODUCTION

With guidance from data visualization experts, we are going to cover three principles that will help report designers surface data in a way that not only grabs the users’ attention, but also clearly communicates the data’s message. By first looking at intent, we will follow the advice of Edward Tufte as he advises on the importance of content in a graphic. We will identify questions which help report creators clearly identify the intent of their consumers, and therefore choose content which speaks to their consumer’s needs. After identifying intent, we will look to Colin Ware and Steven Few for guidance on how users perceive visuals. Using this information we will determine a list of requirements to guide us in choosing the most efficient format, color, and size for visuals. Finally, after looking at intent and perception we will again look to Few and Tufte for counsel on simplicity. Looking to the utility of simplicity and Tufte’s data-ink ratio to create report visuals which allow consumers to interpret the data’s message without distraction and waste.

Intent

When creating visualizations, it is important to identify the intent of the users. Edward Tufte tells us “The overwhelming fact of data graphics is that they stand or fall on their content.” When attempting to identify user intent, ask yourself questions such as “who is going to use these reports?”, “what does this visual need to present?”, and “is this information meaningful and relevant to the user’s domain?” Asking these types of questions help you determine the intent of the end user and the visualization needed to satisfy that intent.

Using higher education as an example, let us consider a user responsible for student enrollment. A perfectly designed report visual showing employee time and attendance information would not have the same relevance as the report below showing admitted students versus. enrolled students. The report shows a cumulative trend for applications, admittance, and enrollment for 2009. The report answers the question “is this information meaningful and relevant to the user’s domain?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative Trend Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. SAS BI Line Graph
Perception

On the importance of visual perception Colin Ware says: “The eye and the visual cortex of the brain form a massively parallel processor that provides the highest-bandwidth channel into human cognitive centers.”

Three factors which have a strong impact on user perception are format, color, and size.

**FORMAT**

The format of your visual should communicate five things:

- how the values relate
- accurate quantities
- easy comparison of quantities
- the ranked order of quantities
- the use of information.

(Steven Few, Data Visualization for Human Perception)

To explain this concept, Steven Few uses an example of a pie chart versus a bar chart. Using the SAS BI examples in the following figures, which one communicates this list the best?

![Figure 2. SAS BI Pie Chart](image-url)
Figure 3. SAS BI Bar Chart

In the bar chart, we can see that all five criteria are satisfied, whereas in the pie chart they are not. In the pie chart, we cannot see accurate quantities or the rank order. At first glance, it appears that we can easily compare quantities, but on further contemplation, what are we looking at? The area of the pies compared to each other or the angle? In the bar chart, the bars are on a uniform axis which makes them easily comparable. The human perception of visual format helps the user understand what the data is trying to say. Using these five criteria by Few helps you create more efficient visuals.

COLOR

Color should have a purpose such as highlighting key information, providing distinction between categories of information, or to show scale. It should not be over used or it will lose its effect. Robert Spence warns against using color "with the hysterical abandon of a child discovering its first paint box."

Figure 4. SAS BI Table

In this table, there is an abundance of information in this case, highlighting key information is important. Using red and green to indicate progress toward a goal for the application variance year over year, the user can quickly identify progress.

The tile chart in the next figure uses a grey scale to show a comparison of admits of students for 2010 compared to the application which are shown by the size of the tile. In these examples, we can see how color can assist in the
visual perception of information.

Figure 5. SAS BI Tile Chart

Size

Size can be used to assist users in quickly determining exceptions in data and assign limited quantitative values to visuals. In the previous example, we see where size and color are working together to convey applications versus admission to each campus. The user can see that the largest tile (most applicants) is not necessarily the darkest (most admits). This chart quickly identifies the exceptions in the data. It does not, however, give you the exact ratio or numerical difference. The same can be seen in a line graph. The width of a line hints at quantitative information but does not give a specific numerical answer. In some cases, this might be the level of information the user needs. In those cases, visuals that use size can be valuable.

When choosing format, color, and size in the design of your visualization, it is important to keep in mind that they should never make a visual hard to read.

SIMPLICITY

Steven Few: A display should say what needs to be said and no more, say it directly, clearly, and without distraction.

Summarization

Using the visual to count, sum or average data instead of listing all values helps reduce large sets of data. When detailed information is not required, it is more effective to summarize data because smaller amounts are easier for users to process.

When a data set is particularly large, look for possible group breaks. For example, group by student group instead of looking at all students as a whole. Looking at data in an isolated group can sometimes show a pattern that is missed in the data set as a whole. In the following example, the bar chart shows application by college and student group. Because we separated the data by college and student group, we can see that both the college of education and engineering have more than twice as many freshman application than the business college. This is something that would be lost if the students were not broken into groups.
Figure 6. SAS BI Bar Chart

Keep Few's simplicity axiom above in the back of your mind, and give users all the data they need but not more. You want the visual to effectively communicate the data's message while allowing the user to reach that message conveniently and quickly.

Data-ink ratio:

Edward Tufte gives us the data-ink ratio for simplifying visuals.

“Data-ink ratio= data-ink/total ink used to print the graphic= 1.0 [minus the] proportion of a graphic that can be erased without loss of data-information...”

This means that the ink used to print the visual should have as much data value as possible. Tufte advises that new ink should nearly always mean new information is being presented. This again allows the user to reach the data message without distraction and waste.

Two big offenders in this area are gridlines and background color. Upon first glance, a graphic with gridlines and background color can seem more pleasing to the eye. However, over time, these become distractions from the message that the data is attempting to convey. At times, space for visuals is limited and each pixel of real estate is important. Eliminating unnecessary visual information allows the most important to stand out.

CONCLUSION

By combining the principles of intent, perception, and simplicity, report creators can create dynamic visualizations to convey the data's message. Identifying intent will keep the visual relevant to the audience's needs. Considering user perception of format, color and size will allow users to accurately read reports. Simplifying report content, data and graphical ink, will show data without confusion and waste. Looking at these principles and their examples in SAS BI, report creators can start designing reports to surface the data message for the past, present and future.
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